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ABSTRACT 
Let K, and K, be solid cones in R” and R”’ respectively, and let A be a linear 
operator such that AK, cK,. Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 
various kinds of generalized inverses of A taking K, into K, are given. Projections 
which belong to n(K), the set of all linear operators that preserve a proper cone K, 
are studied. In particular, it is proved that a projection P in a(K) is expressible as a 
nonnegative linear combination of its rank-one operators iff Im PnK is a simplicial 
cone. An open question of Bums, Fiedler, and Haynsworth concerning minimal 
generating matrices of polyhedral cones is also extended and answered affirmatively. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years a great deal of work has been done on characterizations of 
nonnegative matrices having various types of nonnegative generalized in- 
verses (see Jain and Snyder [ll] and its references). Except for a paper by 
Smith [13] and a paper by Haynsworth and Wall [lo] on cone preserving 
maps between particular kinds of polyhedral cones, not much work has been 
done on generalized inverses of cone preserving maps in general. The purpose 
of this paper is to study the generalized inverses of general cone preserving 
maps. 
To be specific, let K, and K, be solid cones in R” and R” respectively. 
(For definitions, see Section 2). Denote by r(K,, K,) the set of all linear 
operators taking K, into K,. In Section 3 we characterize linear operators in 
V( K,, K2) which have various kinds of generalized inverses in n(K,, K,). For 
instance, A Em( K,, K,) has a (1)-inverse in m( K,, K,) if and only if, for some 
subspace H of R”, H nK, is mapped isomorphically by A onto Im AI? K,, 
and there exists a projection in r(K,) with image space Im A. In particular, 
the above result gives a characterization of the regular elements of the 
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semigroup a(K). We have also obtained some results on the Green’s relations 
of this semigroup, which will form the subject matter of a future publication 
of the author. (For the algebraic properties of n(K) as a semiring, see Tam 
]161.) 
Projections of R” which belong to a(K), for a proper cone K, are studied 
in Section 4. In particular we prove that a projection P in 7r( K ) is expressible 
as a nonnegative linear combination of rank-one operators in V$ K ) if and only 
if Im Pn K is a simplicial cone. The results we obtain in Sections 3 and 4 will 
find useful applications in a subsequent paper (Tam [17]). 
In Section 5 we give a necessary and sufficient condition for a linear 
operator A in a( K,, K,) to satisfy cl AK, =Im A n K,. Then we characterize 
those linear operators A with the property that cl AK, = K,. One equivalent 
condition is found to be that KFj, the dual cone of K,, is equal to n .,r,,,AT(‘)KT, 
where the intersection runs through all the (l)-inverses AT(l) of AT. This 
extends and answers in the affirmative an open question raised by Burns, 
Fiedler, and Haynsworth [5] concerning minimal generating matrices of 
polyhedral cones. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We assume familiarity with the elementary properties of cones. For 
convenience and to fix notation, we collect below some of the definitions. For 
further details, the readers may consult Berman [3], or Berman and Plemmons 
[4], or Tam [16]. 
A nonempty subset K in R” (the vector space of all n-dimensional real 
column vectors) is called a (convex) cone if K is closed under addition and 
multiplication by nonnegative scalars; K is pointed if K n (- K)= (0); K is 
solid if int K # 0, or equivalently K-K = R”. If K is topologically closed and 
satisfies all the above properties, K is called a proper cone. For any subset S of 
R”, the set S*={z~R”:(z,y)>0 for all YES} is called the dual of S. [The 
inner product in R” is the usual one: (z, y)=~~y.] The dual K* of a proper 
cone K is also a proper cone, known as the dual cone of K. 
The set of all nonnegative linear combinations of a finite set of vectors in 
R” is a polyhedral cone. Following the notation of Bums, Fiedler, and 
Haynsworth [5], we denote by G(P) the polyhedral cone K generated by the 
column vectors of a matrix P. If the columns of P form a maximal nonnega- 
tively independent subset of K, then P is called a minimal generating matrix 
for K. 
We shall use the words “matrix” and “linear operator” interchangeably. If 
K, is a cone in R” and K, is a cone in R”, then an mXn matrix A which 
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maps K, into K, is called a positive operatorfrom Ii, to K,. The set of all such 
positive operators is denoted by r( K,, Ks). If K, = K, = K, we write r(K) for 
a(K, K). 
The set of all m X n real matrices will be denoted by R’” Xn. Let A E R” x “. 






Ak =xAk+l. Uk) 
Any solution X of (1) is called a (1)-inverse of A and is denoted by A(‘). A 
(l)-inverse which also satisfies (2) is called a semiinuerse of A. There is always 
a unique solution to Equations (l), (2), (3), and (4). It is called the Moore- 
Penrose inverse of A and is denoted by A +. The group inverse of A, if it exists, 
is the unique matrix A# which satisfies (l), (2) and (5). (Then A is a square 
matrix.) For every square matrix A, there is a unique solution to equations (2), 
(5) and (lk), where k is the index of A. The solution is called the L%azin 
pseudoinuerse of A and is denoted by Acd). 
We now collect, without proof, some geometrical properties of these 
inverses. (For references, see, for instance, Deutsch [8].) For a linear operator 
A, we denote its image space by Im A and its kernel by Ker A. If A is 
one-to-one on a subspace H, we denote by (A 1 H)-l the linear operator from 
A(H) to H given by (A],)-‘x=y, where yEH such that Ay=x. 
FACT 2.1. Let A E RmXn, and let A E Rnxnr be a semiinverse of A. Then 
R” =KerA@Im A, R” =KerA@Im A, and AlImA =(A]r,~~))‘. Zf P=AA 
and Q=Ad, then P is the projection of R” on Im A along Ker A, and Q is the 
projection of R”’ on Im A along Ker A. Furthermore, A =AIIm KP and A = 
AlI,,, AQ. Conversely, for any direct decompositions R” = KerA 69 H and R” = 
N @Im A there exists a unique semiinuerse A of A with the property that 
N=KerA, H=Im A (and AjImn =(A],))‘). 
FACT 2.2. Let A .Rmx”. The Moore-Penrose inverse A+ of A is the 
unique linear operator in R” Xm given by At 1 am Aj I = 0 and At 1 Im A = 
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(A ICKerAjl)-‘. Then AfA is the orthogonal projection of R” on (Ker A) I, and 
AA+ is the orthogonal projection of R”’ on Im A. 
FACT 2.3. Let AER”~“. A has a group inverse iff R” =Im A@KerA 
iff Im A = Im A’. When the condition is satisfied, Ker A#= Ker A and A#1 Im A 
=(AlI,J+ 
FACT 2.4. Let A ER”~” with k=index of A. The Dranin pseudoinverse 
Acd) of A is given by tid)IkerAk =0 and ACd)lImAk =(AII,Ak)-l. 
3. GENERALIZED INVERSES 
Unless stated otherwise, in this section we use K, (or K) to denote a solid 
cone in R”, and K, a solid cone in R”. The results we obtain about 
generalized inverses of cone preserving maps are fairly easy consequences of 
the facts stated in Section 2. Only some of the proofs are given. Surprisingly 
enough, as we shall see in a subsequent paper (Tam [17]), these results 
provide a unified simple treatment of the various kinds of generalized inverses 
of nonnegative matrices. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A ~a( K,, K,). A necessary and sufficient condition 
for the existence of an A(” in T(K,, K,) is: there exists a subspace H of R” 
such that span( H f7 K,) = H, A takes H n K, isomorphically onto Im A n K,, 
and there is a projection in TT(K,) with image space Im A. When the 
condition is satisfied, there is also a projection P in TT( K 1 ) with image space H 
such that A =AP. 
Proof. Suppose the condition is satisfied and Q is a projection in a( K,) 
with image space Im A. Since K, -K, =R” and AET(K~, K2), (Im AnK,) 
-(ImAnK,)=ImA, i.e. span(ImAnK,)=ImA. As A takes HflK, iso- 
morphically onto Im A nK, and also by assumption span( HflK,)= H, A 
takes H one-to-one onto Im A. Clearly the linear operator ( AIH)-lQ is a 
semiinverse of A and belongs to m(K,, K,). 
Conversely, let A(‘) ET( K,, K,). Then A=A(‘)AA@) is a semiinverse of A 
*so in m(K,, K,). Clearly AlImA -E a(Im A n K,, Im A fl K,). Furthermore 
Al ,,.Em(ImAnKz,ImAnK,),andbyFact2.1AI,,.=(AI,,~)-‘.Hence, 
under the restriction of A the cones Im d nK, and Im A n K, are linearly 
isomorphic. Furthermore P=fi urn is a projection of R” on Im A and 
Q=AA E’IT(K~) is a projection of R” on Im A. n 
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REMARK 3.2. For simplicity, and with applications in mind, we do not 
attempt to state our results in the fullest generality. As one can check, the 
proof of Theorem 3.1 can be modified easily to establish the following: 
Let S, and S, be nonempty subsets of R” and R” respectively. Let 
AERmX” such that AS, cS,. A necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of an A(” ,Rnx” such that A(‘%, c S, is: There exists a subspace H 
ofR”complementarytoKerAsuchthatHnS,#0 andA(HflS,)=ImAn 
S,, and there exists a projection Q of R” on Im A satisfying QS, cS,. When 
the condition is satisfied, there is also a projection P of R” with image space H 
such that PS, cS, and A=AP. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let A en(K). The group inverse A* of A exists and 
beZongstoa(K)iffA(ImAnK)=ImAnK. 
Proof. Suppose A* exists and belongs to r(K). By Fact 2.3, we have 
Al,,.Er(ImAnK), A#I,,,,~E@~A~K) andA#l,,~=(AI,,~)-‘. Hence 
A(ImAnK)=ImAnK. 
Conversely, suppose A maps the cone Im A /I K onto itself. Since K is 
solid, we readily obtain A(Im A) = Im A. It is obvious that P= (Al,, A) ~ ‘A is 
a projection of R” on Im A along Ker A. Furthermore P~rr( K). Hence A# 
exists (equals (Al,, A )-‘P) and belongs to T(K). n 
Similarly we can prove the following. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A E VT( K,, K,). The Moore-Penrose inverse A+ of A 
belongs to I$ K,, K,) iff the orthogonal projection of R” on Im A+ belongs to 
T( K,), the orthogonal projection of R” on Im A belongs to sr( K,), and A 
maps the cone Im At n K, isomorphically onto the cone Im A n K,. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let A E a( K ). The Drazin pseudoinverse Acd) of A be- 
longs to m(K) iff the cone Im Ak n K is mapped onto itself under A, where 
k-index of A. 
For any matrix AER”‘~“, a matrix AeRnXm which satisfies AA=Z, 
( AA = I, ) is called a right (left ) inverse of A. Keeping in mind Fact 2.1 and 
Theorem 3.1, the following results about one-sided inverses are not difficult to 
establish. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let A ET( K,, K,). The following are equivalent: 
(i) A has a left inverse in sr(Kz, K,). 
(ii) K, is mapped isomorphically onto the cone Im A fl K, under A, and 
there exists a projection PETT( K,) with image space Im A. 
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(iii) A is one-to-one and has a (1)-inuerse in r( K,, K, ). 
(iv) A has a semiinverse A(‘) which satisfies A(‘)& = K,. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. Let A ET(K,, K,). The following are equivalent: 
(i) A has u right inverse in n( K,, K,). 
(ii) There exists a subspace H of R” such that under A the cone H n K, is 
mapped isomorphically onto K,. 
(iii) AK, =K, and A has a (l>inverse in a(K2, K,). 
REMARK 3.8. For a given pair of cones K, and K,, one may consider the 
condition r(K,, K,).r(K2, K,)=r(K,). This means that every linear opera- 
tor A in r(K2) is expressible as BC with BET(K,, K,) and CEa(K,, K,). 
The condition has appeared in a characterization of the maximal two-sided 
ideals of the semiring r(K) (Tam [16, Theorem 6.41). It is obvious that 
m(K,, K2).r(K,, K1)=a(K2) iff there exists a linear operator BET(K,, K,) 
which has a right inverse in r(K2, K,), iff there exists a linear operator 
CET(K,, K,) which has a left inverse in r(K,, K,). Other equivalent condi- 
tions can also be found in Tam [16, Proposition 6.31. 
REMARK 3.9. It is known that A Er( K,, K,) iff Ar ET( K,*, KT ) (Fiedler, 
Haynsworth, and Ptak [9, Corollary 3.31). Using this correspondence, we can 
produce more results. For instance, since A has a right inverse in a(K,, K,) 
iff AT has a left inverse in a(K:, Kg), each of the conditions stated in 
Proposition 3.7, in view of Proposition 3.6, is also equivalent to the following: 
AT has a semiinverse AT(l) which satisfies A T(l)KF =Kl (assuming that K, and 
K, are proper cones of R” and Rm respectively). 
4. PROJECTIONS IN n(K) 
This section is devoted to a study of projections which belong to a(K) 
because these results are essential to a further study of the generalized 
inverses of cone preserving maps. Throughout this section, unless stated 
otherwise, we use K, (or K) to denote a proper cone in R”, and K, a proper 
cone in R”. 
For any nonempty subset S of R”, the positive hull of S, i.e. the set of all 
nonnegative linear combinations of vectors of S, will be denoted by pos S. It is 
known (Fiedler, Haynsworth, and Pta.k [9, Theorem 3.41) that the rank-one 
operators of a(K) [or more generally of a( K,, K,)] are expressible as yzT with 
~EK and ZEK* (or ~EK, and ZEK:). In fact, the set pos{yzT: ~EK and 
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~EK*} is equal to -rr(K*)*, the dual cone of r(K*) (Tam [15, Theorem 11). 
Linear operators in r(K*)* are easy to construct and have been useful in the 
study of n(K) either as a cone, or as a semigroup, or as a semiring. Not much 
is known about linear operators in a(K) which are outside r(K*)* (for 
references, see Tam [16, Section 41). In this section, besides other results, we 
shall distinguish the projections in Y$ K) in the following way: a projection P 
in n(K) belongs to r(K*)* iff Im Pn K is a simplicial cone. Clearly this 
extends the known result that the identity operator ZEV( K*)* iff K is a 
simplicial cone (see Tam [15]). (A cone is simplicial if it is generated by 
linearly independent vectors.) 
The lemma below (Tam [14, Lemma]) is a fundamental result in cone 
theory. We have used it several times in previous work. For any subset S of 
R”, we denote by SD its dual in its own linear span. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let K be a closed pointed cone, and let H be a subspace of 
R”. Denote by P the orthogonal projection of R” on H. Then H nK= P[K*]” 
and ( H~IK)~ =cl P[K*]. 
Proof As K is pointed, its dual cone K* is solid. So span P [ K*] = H. The 
first equality now follows readily from the simple observation that for any 
vectors y E H and x E R”, (P(x), y ) = (z, y). The second equality follows from 
the first and the fact that for any convex cone S, S**=clS (Berman [3, 
Corollary 2.11). n 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Zf PET(K*)* is a projection then Im PnK is a 
simplicial cone. 
Proof. By assumption P=x,zr+ . . . +x,z:‘ for some vectors xi EK and 
z~EK*. As P is idempotent, P=P’=y,zT+ ... +y,xr, where yi=PxiE 
Im PnK. Denote by Q the orthogonal projection of R” on Im P, and let 
wi =Qzi. By Lemma 4.1, each wi E(Im PnK)“. As can be easily seen, the 
identity operator on Im P is equal to yiwr + . . . + yIw~lIlnP, i.e., it is in the 
positive hull of the rank-one operators of a(Im Pf7 K). Consequently, Im Pn K 
is a simplicial cone (Tam [ 15, Theorems 3, 41). n 
The following known result (see Barker [l, Proposition 3.61 or Poole [12, 
Corollary 5.101) is also fundamental. For completeness, we include a proof. 
Recall that a cone K is a direct sum of cones K,, . . . , K, and we write 
K=K,@ ‘.. @K, if for each vector x in K, there exist unique vectors xi EK, 
such that x=x1 + . . . +x,. Then R” =span K,@ . . . @span K,, and the pro 
jections Pi corresponding to this direct decomposition all belong to a(K). 
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LEMMA 4.3. Zf K, or K, is a simplicial cone, then T( K,, K,) is generated 
by its rank-one operators. 
Proof. Suppose K, is simplicial, say generated by the extreme vectors 
yr,..., ym. Then K,=@(y,)@ ... @@( y,), where @( yi) is the ray generated 
by the vector yi. Denote by Pi the corresponding projection on span @( yi ). 
Then for any AE~(K~, K,), A=P,A+ *.. +P,A, where each P,A belongs 
to n( K,, K,) and is of rank-one or -zero. When K, is simplicial, the proof is 
similar. n 
We take this opportunity to point out that Poole [ 12, Theorem 5.141 has 
also proved the following partial converse of the above lemma: If K, and K, 
are polyhedral cones such that T(K,, Ks)=pos{yzr: ~EK, and ZEK;}, then 
either K, or K, is simplicial. When K, = K, = K, the converse of Lemma 4.3 
is also true (see Tam [15]). But for general cones K, and K,, the converse is 
still an open question. It seems that the solution of this problem will increase 
substantially our knowledge of the structure of a( K,, K2). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let H be an rdimensional subspace of R” such that 
span( H fl K ) = H and H n K is a simplicial cone. There exists a projection P in 
T( K ) with image space H iff Q[ K*] is closed, where Q is the orthogonal 
projection of R” on H. In this case, every such projection can be expressed as 
a sum of r rank-one operators in T(K). 
Proof. Let a,,..., a, be distinct extreme vectors of the simplicial cone 
H n K. Suppose P is a projection in r(K) with image space H. Then 
PET( K, H n K). In view of Lemma 4.3 and the fact that H n K is generated 
by the vectors aI,. . . , a,, 
P=a,zT+ . . . +a,zT 
for some vectors zi EK*. As a,,..., a I are linearly independent and Pa i = a i, 
l<i<r, we have (Qzi)rai=z~aai=Sii. Thus the simplicial cone (HnK)D is 
generated by the extreme vectors Qzi,. . . , Qzr. Hence, since each vector 
zi EK*, (HnK)D cQ[K*]. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.1, (HnK)D= 
cl Q[ K*]. Therefore, Q[ K*] is closed. 
Conversely, suppose Q[K*] is closed. Then (HnK)D=Q[K*]. As HnK 
is a simplicial cone generated by the extreme vectors a,, . . . , a,, there exist 
vectors bl,..., b, E( H n K )D such that bTai = aii. For each i, there exists a 
vector xi E K * such that Qzi = bi. It is now straightforward to verify that the 
operator aIzF + - . . + arzF is a projection in r(K) with image space H. From 
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our argument, it is also clear that any projection in r(K) with image space H 
(if it exists) can be expressed as a sum of r rank-one operators of a(K). n 
COROLLARY 4.5. Zf, in addition to the assumptions on H given in the 
theorem, the cone K is polyhedral or H f’int K # 0, then there exists a 
projection P in a(K) with image space H. 
Proof. It suffices to show that Q[ K*] is closed. This is obvious if K is 
polyhedral. In the case H n int K # 0, we have H 1 n K* =O, i.e. Ker Q n K* 
=O. Hence Q[K*] is closed (Berman [3, Lemmas 3.1 and 3.21). n 
The following corollary is known (Smith [13, Lemma 21): 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let R”, be the nonnegative orthant of R”, and let H be 
a subspace of R” such that span(Hn R”,)=H. There exists a nonnegative 
idempotent matrix with image space H iff H n R”, is a simplicial cone. 
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Proposition 4.2, as sr(R’!+)= 
T(( R”,)*)*. The “if” part follows from Corollary 4.5, since R; is a polyhedral 
cone. n 
COROLLARY 4.7. An n X n nonnegative matrix of rank r is idempotent iff 
it is expressible as x, yT + . ’ . +x, yT where xi and yi are nonnegative vectors 
of R” and y,Txi =Sij. 
Proof. The “if” part can be verified directly. The “only if” part follows 
from Corollary 4.6 and the proof of Theorem 4.4. R 
From Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.4 we readily deduce 
THEOREM 4.8. A projection P in rr( K) is in YT( K*)* iff Im Pn K is a 
simplicial cone. 
5. SOLUTION OF AN OPEN QUESTION 
The following result concerning generalized inverses of the minimal 
generating matrix of a polyhedral cone was proved by Bums, Fiedler, and 
Haynsworth [5]: Let K be a proper polyhedral cone in R”, and let PeRnX” 
be its minimal generating matrix. Let P W) be a (1)-inverse of PT. Then K * is 
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contained in the cone G(Pr(‘)). Moreover K* =G( PTcl)) iff m=n (i.e., K is a 
simplicial cone). 
From the above result it is clear that K* is contained in the intersection of 
all cones G(P ). r(l) The question left open was, is K* equal to this intersec- 
tion? In this section it will be shown that the answer is in the affirmative. As 
in Davis [6], we adopt the operator-theoretic viewpoint, regarding a poly- 
hedral cone K as the image of Ry under P, where P is a matrix whose 
columns generate K, i.e. K=G(P). In fact, we are able to obtain a more 
general result concerning cone preserving maps (Theorem 5.5). 
Our next result is essentially contained in Davis [7]; however, in that 
paper there are slight mistakes in the statement of the result and its proof. 
Our proof is a modification of the proof therein. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let K, and K, be closed cones in R” and R”’ respec- 
tively. Let A E R” ’ “. The following are equivalent: 
(i) cl AK, =Im An K,, 
(ii) cl ATK,* =Im Ar n K:. 
When the conditions are satisfied, cl ATK,* is linearly isomorphic to the dual 
of AK, in Im A. 
Proof. By symmetry of our conditions, it is sufficient to show that 
(i)=+(ii). 
For any vector ZER”, 
z;E(AK,)* iff (x, Ay)>O for all ~EK, 
iff (Arz,y)>O for all ~EK, 
iff Arz~ K:. 
Thus (AK,)* is the set of all preimages of K; under Ar. Hence AT [( AK,)*] = 
ImAT~K~.SinceclAK,=ImA~K,,(AK,)*=(clAK,)*=(ImA~K,)*= 
cl[(Im A)l + Kz] (Berman [3, Corollary 2.21) whence 
ImATnKT=AT[(AK1)*] 
=AT[cl((ImA)L+K,*)]. 
It remains to prove that AT[cl((Im A)l + K,*)] = cl ATK,*. In view of KerAT 
= (Im A)l , clearly 
AT[cl((Im A)l +K;)] ccl ATK,*. 
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To prove the inclusion in the other direction, suppose ATz, + b, where 
z, EK,*. Let w,, =(AT)+ATzn. Then ATw,=ATz, -b. Hence (AT)‘ATw, = 
((AT) +AT)%,, =(AT)+ATzn =w,, -(AT)‘b. As z, EK,* and (AT)+ATzn -2, 
EKerAT, we have w,, E(ImA)l +K,*. Therefore b=AT(AT)+b (‘.’ bE 
Im AT) belongs to AT[cl((Im A)I +K,*)], as required. Note that 
(AKl)*=dual of AK, in Im A+(Im A)l 
=dual of AK, in Im A + KerAT. 
Hence, as AT[(AK1)*] =Im AT nK: and the restriction of AT to Im A is 
one-teone, the dual of AK, in Im A is mapped isomorphically onto Im AT n KT 
under AT. n 
REMARK 5.2. The result of Proposition 5.1 cannot be strengthened to 
AK, =Im A fl K, iff ATK,* =Im AT n K: as is stated by Davis [7]. The point 
is, AK, can be closed without ATK,* being closed. 
COROLLARY 5.3. Let K, and K, be closed cones in R” and R” respec- 
tively, K, being solid. Let A E Rmx”. The following are equivalent: 
(i) cl AK, = K,, 
(ii) ATKB = Im AT n K: and AT is one-to-one. 
Proof. (i)*(ii): Since K, is solid, by (i) A is onto and so AT is one-to-one. 
As A is onto, cl AK, = K, =Im An K,. Hence, by our proposition, ATK,*, 
which is closed because AT is one-to-one, is equal to Im AT n K:. 
(ii)*(i): As AT is one-to-one, A is onto. So by our proposition, cl AK, = 
ImAnK,=K,. n 
In passing we point out that for closed cones K, and K,, condition (i) in 
Corollary 5.3 is equivalent to the following: KB = {z: ATz~K;C}, i.e. ATz3”r0 
Q zaKzO (cf. Theorem 3.1 in Ben-Israel [2]). 
LEMMA 5.4. Let K be a closed cone, and let H be a subspace of R”. Let x 
be a vector in H outside K. Then there exists a projection P of R” with image 
space H such that x 4 P[ K]. 
Proof. We may assume that H is a proper subspace of R”. As x 4 K = K * *, 
there is a nonzero vector z E K * such that (3,x)(0. Note that Hlf 
(span{ z})l because x E H. Hence, since (span{ z})l is a hypersubspace of 
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R”, Hn(span{z})l is a subspace of (span{z})l of dimension dim H- 1. Let 
L be a complement of H n (span{z})l in (span{ z})l. It is not difficult to see 
that R” = H@L. Denote by P the projection of R” on H along L. We claim 
that x@P[ K]. Assume the contrary: x=P(y) for some vector y E K. Then 
there exists a vector MEL such that x=y+w. Hence (z, x)=(z, y)+(z, w) 
= (x, y ) 2 0, which is a contradiction. n 
THEOREM 5.5. Let K, and K, be closed, solid cones in R” and R” 
respectively. Let A l a(Ki, K,). The following are equivalent: 
(i) cl AK, =K2, 
(ii) A’Kf =Im AT n K: and AT is one-to-one, 
(iii) K,* = SIRIUS AT(‘)K:, where the intersection runs through all the (l)- 
inverses AT(l) of AT. 
Proof. The equivalence (i)w(ii) is Corollary 5.3. We shall establish 
(ii)+(iii) and (iii)+(ii). 
Assume (ii). Then AT maps KH isomorphically onto Im AT nK:. So, for 
every (1)inverse AT(‘) of AT, AT”‘(Im AT n Kf ) = K,*, whence the inclusion 
n A=(‘)K* >K* *7’L, 1 _ 2, where the intersection runs through all the (1)-inverses 
AT(l) of AT. To prove the inclusion in the other direction, let z@KX. Then 
ATz@K;. By Lemma 5.4, there exists a projection P of R” with image space 
Im AT such that ATn@P[K;]. It is not difficult to show that if AT is the 
semiinverse of AT given by AT=(ATJR,,l)-lZ’, then z@d’KF. 
Now suppose (iii) is satisfied. Let AT be a semiinverse of AT. Then 
rank AT =rank AT. Together with ATKT > K,*, this implies rank AT adim KS. 
Hence AT is one-to-one. By Lemma 5.4, we readily deduce that Im AT n K: = 
fl P[K:], where the intersection runs through all projections P of R” with 
image space Im AT. Since each semiinverse of AT is expressible as (AT lRVz) - ‘P 
for some projection P on Im AT, it follows readily that K,* = 17 A~C~, ATo)K: = 
(ATjR,,l)-l(ImAT nK;). Therefore, ATK,* =Im AT nK:. n 
We can now give an affirmative answer to the open question raised by 
Burns, Fiedler, and Haynsworth [5] mentioned at the beginning of this 
section. 
COROLLARY 5.6. Let K be an ndimensional proper polyhedral cone. Let 
PERnX”. The following are equivalent: 
(i) K=G(P), 
(ii) K* is equal to the intersection of all cones determined by some 
generalized inverse of PT. 
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Using Lemma 5.4 and the fact that AT[( AK,)*] =Im AT n K: (established 
in the proof of Proposition 5.1), we can also prove 
PROPOSITION 5.7. Let K, be a closed cone of R”, and let A ER”‘~“. Zf A 
is onto, then fl.,.,,,A*(‘)K: =( AK,)*, where the intersection runs through all 
the (l>inverses A’(l) of AT. 
Finally, for completeness, we also include the following result, which is 
not difficult to establish. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let K, and K, be closed, solid cones of R” and R” 
respectively. Let A E RmXn such that cl AK, =K,. Then A*(“KT =Kl for 
some (l>inverse A*(l) of AT iff there exists a projection PEV( K: ) with image 
space Im A*. 
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